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Blaek& Hispanic Alumni
Ass'n. To Sue' Baruch

Program

, Offered

Will file suit in Sept.

By Peter Abjolm
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Affairs said, "We doa't know of
any lawsuit." After beins asked
what CUNY's defense of Baruch
would be, Dwyer said, UI don't
want to comment on any
speculative 1egal(lUestions." Dwyer
would not comment fW1her on the
proposed suit.
Both Scott-McLaugblin and
Sellman said that black, HispeniC
or minority alUlDJli lIssoriatioos
have formed at Mt4i1uliaus like
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ment despite repeated caDs. Pamela
Dwyer of CUNY's Office of Legal

By Ivan Catron
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"Increased for 1984/85
CapitalImprovements Planned
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the Student Center"
19141 -~ belle!'" 'PfiCCiCli !iii
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It! fiscal sc:bool year bucI8et bas
"
eliminated a deficit that has
hampered Center operations fOl'
three years.
According to Student Center
Director Carl AyIman, the passqe ..
of the student fee referendum in
last December's special election bas
provided the additional revenue
necessary to keep the Center afloat.
The $8.SO and $2.SO increases, for
full- and part-time students respectively, have resulted in fees of
S34.00 and SI6.00. The S536,475
budget, in comparison to last year's
appropriation of 5420,560, has
restored the Center to funding
levels comparable with those of
e.t A;s' ••
.
three to four years ago.
"We couldn't run at a deficit,"
said Aylman, who explained that propriation by 526,003. Of these
"major cuts" in this year's ex- lines, maintenance funding is the
.penses were anticipated if more
largest increase totaling $14,325.
funds were not made ,available. This is due to the retirement of Pat
"All money that we operate from Lise, the college's former Building
comes out of the student fee," said Supervisor and Handyman. The
budget line for the position, in the
Aylman.
A break-down of this year's
past, has stipulated one salary. This
estimated student fee income shows
year the position is divided into two
an increase of $136,775 in total stuseparate jobs, requiring separate
salary lines, one for a part-time
dent fee income over last year,
amounting 5436,775. Total other
handyman.
income- (which includes interest in- -. According to Jim McGuirk, a
come, recreation machines, and senior and former member of last
miscdJaneous, less 5 percent for year's Student Center Board, dur'unrealized income), amounts to illl-the Centet"'s operating crisis
$24,700, aD increase of S9,500~ An
fundina for maiDttnance U was cut
addition of both·fipres brings total
down to one-third of what it should
funds available to 5536,475.
be," add i • tPt AyIman udid a
The budget's largest increases are
real good job" despite limited refor maintenance, listed under Persources.
sonnel Services; programming,
Total programming expenditures
for this year have increased by
listed under Other Than Personnel
Services; . and Capital Expenses,
Continued on Poge 5
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Romance Languages.
They' received support from
Associate Dean Joan Japha and
Professor Isabel C. Sirgado in the
program's early stages.
In addition, Susan Locke,
associate professor of psychology,
said that not only did the School of
Liberal Arts endorse the proposal,
but that the curriculum met the
standards of the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business. Organizing and formulating the final product has
brought the program into being this
fall. However, there may be a delay
if the Board of Trustees does not
approve it on time.
The proposal is one of many programs that resulted in attempts to
improve the interrelations of the
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
and the School of Business and
Public Administration. Boddewyn
said, "AD schools ftnd it difficult
to mesh h"beral arts and business
but this program which combines a
liberal arts degRle in a languaac and
an MBA in international business
was a natural." He added, :'It is
not as if the two schools were totalContinued on Page 5
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~York~s ottfce of LejUA«8iis~~aa:- "ministered by Vice-Chancellor
David Rigney, will conduct
Baruch's.defense.
Segall said he has "no position"
on the ad-hoc committee's action
since he bas "not been served with
papers.'~ Segall added, "We've
clone nothing illegal."
The lawsuit is based on first
amendment rights and Civil Rights
laws recognizing the right of a
social or ethnic group to form an
organization based on free association, provided the organization
does not advocate violence or il1epJ.' activities to achieve their
loals, according to Randolph
Scott-McLaughlin from the Center
for Constitutional Rights, one of
the attorneys handling the Ad-hoc
Committee's case.
Scott-McLaughlin added that if
Segall cannot come up with a
"compelling reason" (i.e., the
group advocates violence,) to deny
the group pennission to organize,
then he will be forced by law to
allow the association to fonn.
Rigney was unavailable for com;-.,".
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Harvard Law School . . . y~
University. Oty CoIIe8e of New
York at CUNY also has a Black
Alumni Association. Sellman mentioned that Brooklyn College,
another member of aJNY, is
fighting to establish a Black and
Hispanic Alumni Association
there.
But according to Dwyer of
CUNY Legal Affairs and Audn:y
Sanders, program coord:inatcw at
City College's AlUJDDi ~n,
the association there wcxb within
the existing alumni group and is not
a separate body.
When asked how at)' College's
Black Alumni AssociatioIl can be
used as a defense of Baruch's
minority alumni associalion since it
is not a separate oqaojgtion,
Continual on ~ 5
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Claims with no Aims

A Realistic Defense

The Black and Hispanic Alumni Association has taken an irreversible step in suing Baruch
College. The time for compromise and negotiation between the Association. and the- administration is over.
It is now up to the courts to decide which side is in the right and which is in the wrong,
legally speaking; this process will take time. During that interval, both sides should answer
some sticky questions which, up to now, have not been clearly answered.
Joseph Sellman, chairperson of the Association's Ad-hoc Committee, has said two problems the official Alumni Association has not addressed are: job placement and the high
_drop-out rate of blacks and Hispanics. But, other than getting black and . Hispanic alumni
together to discuss the prob~ the Black and Hispanic Alumni Association does not have a
firm plan of action to deal with these issues. Neither does the president.
But to accuse the Alumni Association of the college of not dealing with those problems
and not having an outlined plan to alleviate the problem is ill-considered. It is like running
for political office and saying you will think of a plan to improve the economy once you are
elected. Rhetoric is meaningless without something to back it up.
By the same token, President Joel Segall has commented that having a separate, ethnic
alumni association will be a divisive element on campus. In addition, Segall contends that the
group would violate the principles of equal access and non-discrimination which the college
stands for. One nagging question exists: how?
The president has never backed up his assertions with any facts or examples of other
minority alumni associations which have been a disruptive element on any campus. How will
the Black and Hispanic Aiumni Association be divisive? How will it violate the principles
Baruch College stands for? One can make the same argument against ethnic-clubs on campus, but there has been no race riot at Baruch because of their existence. Segall, too, is
engaging in hollow rhetoric which sounds good to his supporters but is as ephemeral as a
spider's web. If Segall wishes to make a case against the association, he has to do better than
that.
The Black and Hispanic Alumni Association will most likely be a positive influence on
campus.
But when this case reaches the courts, both sides must answer these questions
adequately.

Robbing from the future
One would think that an attempt to censor or limit the freedom of expression of citizens in
Western democracies would be strongly rebuked by the majority of those countries' citizens.
However, by viewing the New York Public Libraries's exhibition "Censorship: 500 Years of
Conflict," one might question the validity of this notion.
The act of censorship is often a cold, calculcated attempt at denying others their opinions
or theirbasicrights, 1{0'!V~v~r~ censorship alsorobs from the future. As thephilosopher
John Stuart Mill said, "The peculiar evil of silencing free expression of an opinion is, that it
is robbing the human race; posterity as well as the existing generation."
In spite of this, government leaders and self-appointed crusaders attempt to achieve their
politcal, social and religious goals by employing methods of censorship. President Reagan's
attempt to prohibit federal employees from publishing any material for life, unless they submitted it for pre-publication review, was just a reflection of how censorship can stifle the free
exchange of ideas.
Excuses can be given for censorship and God himself can be involved to aid the cause of
censors. However, censorship still remains a form of tyranny. Keeping this in mind, the
question to be answered is: Does tyranny have anything to do with the ideals of democracy
and free expression '1

• • • • • • • • •
Dr. John Bauer, Chairman of the Psychology Department, passed away last May before
the summer break. We mourn his passing and express our condolences to his family and colleagues. Dr. Walter Reichman is the newly appointed chairman.

Dear Editor
_
In the article "U.S. Should Cut
First" (March- 27th issue of the
Ticker) Fred Guatelli proposed "to
outline an alternative' for the
nuclear freeze." In my view, all
. that Mr. Guatelli did was present a
danger to the national security of
the United States. He also made. his
readers oblivious of a vast amount
of iDfonnation.
Mr. Guatelli claimed, for example, that the Soviet Union "can
now launch five warheads per
American silo, " but he did not
mention the fact that the United
States possesses 1,679 nuclear warheads more than the Soviets. He
also quoted Michael Novack, an
editor of National Review, as saying that the Soviet Union's landbased missile force "outnumbers
ours by a third, are larger, more
modern, and more powerful."
Although the statement is correct,
let me explain why, in the correct
context, that statement does not
pose any real threat to the security
of this nation.
The Soviets have an enormous
portion of their nuclear arsenal
assigned to their land-based
missiles, while the United States has
less than a third of its force on
land. If the United States were to
.launch a first strike against the
Soviet Union, we would destroy 65
to 70 percent of the entire Soviet
nuclear arsenal. As a result of the
MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction) policy adopted by the United
States, America tends to put more
emphasis on submarine-launch
ballistic missiles in order to build a

third of the United States most accurate defense and assumes that we
will still have "a credible
deterrent. "
First of all, if for some strange
reason the U.S. Senate were to approve a proposal similar to Mr.
Guatelli's, it would leave the
United States with 5,585 warheads,
compared to the 8,040 warheads
the Soviet Union would remain
with. One of the main factors in obtaining "a credible deterrent" is to
have some form of advantage. The
only advantage that is presented in
Mr. Guatelli's proposal is a first
strike capability, which is at the
same time risky because it would
provoke the Soviets to launch a preemptive strike. In 1963, when the
United States and the Soviet Union
were engaged in the Cuban Missile
Crisis, one - of the reasons the
Soviets did not pursue their confrontation with the United States
was because they were. vastly outnumbered in missiles and
warheads.
Secondly, Mr. Guatelli suggests
that the U.S. rely on missiles that
would be launched from underwater and from the sky. Part of the
accuracy of any missile launched
from sea or air is bound to be lost
due to unstable launch platform.
Finally, Mr. Guatelli notes that
"the Soviets can throw 3,000
fighter planes against" our bomber
fleet, and whatever Soviet fighters
do not destroy, "the 12,000 antiaircraft missiles they have will
knock out what's left." Having
acknowledged that fact, Mr.
Guatelli still proposes to rely on our

more effective retaliatory response.

bolilb\:r fleet.

In terms of the Soviet's missiles
_helD.s· ~'Jargern and elmore powerful," that is because they have not
acquired the technology that we
have developed. Ever since the
beginning of the nuclear age, no
country has been able to develop a
truly accurate ballistic missile. The
accuracy of a ballistic missile is
determined by its CEP (Circular
Error Probable). The CEP is the
radius of the circle into which fifty
percent of the warheads aimed at
the center of the circle are predicted
to fall. If you compare a Soviet
SS-18 and an American Minuteman
III, you will find that the SS-18
(mod 1) has a CEP of 490 yards,
250 yards more than our Minuteman III missiles. Thus. the closer a
warhead gets to its target, the less

- - - - - - -....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . destructive power it needs to carry.
Our Minuteman III missiles have
also been modernized with new
guidance systems.
Mr. Guatelli's "alternative for
the nuclear freeze" was "that the
United States eliminate its force of
ICBM's and rely solely on the Trident, the B-1 Bomber. the yet-tobe-produced Stealth Bomber." I
personally feel that this proposal is
Joe Spasiano
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dangerous farce. Mr. Guatelli
a
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Throughout his article, Mr.
Guateni -seemed -t()1liesent-1iimself
as an advocate for arms control. He
describes the Trident as having 16
missile tubes, but does not mention
a lot of crucial information. For instance, the Trident will be replaced
by a new submarine (Trident In
that will be able to carry 24 missiles.
Each missile will have the capacity
to carry 14 warheads with penetration aids and decoys. Those submarines now in operation wiD be
refitted to carry more missiles
and larger payloads. Mr. Guatelli
also does not mention that the
United States intends to station
SLeM's on attack submafines and
surface ships, therefore, mcreastng
the number of warheads at sea.
This information gives a new meaning to Mr. Guatelli's proposal.
With this information, his proposal
would reduce in one area, but increase in another. Therefore, I
question the sincerity that Mr.
Guatelli may have towards arms
control. I hope that Fred Guatelli
continues his study in the field of
arms control.Maybe he will present
something more realistic and sensible in the future.
-Ricardo Calderon

Let us know what you
think!
Send your letters to:
The Ticker, Box 377
or stop by room 307
in the Student Center.

OP-ED

The WASPing of America

T.V .'8 Impact on Democracy

The Democratic Party's record speaks
of T. V. democracy.
By Aprajita Sikri
for itself. Theirs was the party with two
The packaged good "Ronald Reagan,"
Irish Catholic Presidential candidates .- Al
stuffed with conservative ideas, wrapped in
It is not difficult to understand .how
Mario Cuomo was the most successful
Smith and John F. Kennedy. Now they
clever rhetoric and labeled Republican will
Ronald Reagan has validated greed and
speaker at the Democratic Convention. In a
have chosen an Italian Catholic woman to
have outdone the package Walter Mondale.
selfishness as values to which we should
soft pedagogical tone and muted body
run for vice-president. In contrast, every
The American gut instinct will have
aspire. All one has to do is recall the statelanguage, he spoke like a priest from a
single Republican nominee for President
responded to Reagan's slick advertisement
ment he made during his 1980 campaign,
pulpit, taking the cheers of the crowd with a
has been a White Protestant Male.
and
brilliant speeches.
for it will probably be the very same one
regal nod of the head. "Please allow me to
Before casting their votes Americans
The man to occupy what is considered as
which will re-elect him in November.
skip the stories and the poetry and the
should ponder why they should follow conthe most powerful seat in the world IS
temptation to indulge in nice but vague
"Ask yourself," he said, "are you better
servative policies. Is everything so perfect?
elected by men and women who sit in front
rhetoric," he started. But eloquent rhetoric
off today, than you were four years ago?"
Ronald Reagan constantly speaks about the
of their T. V. sets after a day's work and deit was, sharply attacking Reagan's "shining
Politically this was a brilliant ploy, catering
good old days long before the turbulent
mand to be entertained and charmed by the
city on a hill." The lights in the hall were
to selfish economic wants. However, for a
60's. Yes, the' good old days of a Klan-like
politicians on screen. What were the conout; the speech directed not to the crowds
self-proclaimed compassionate person it
superiority complex that permitted blacks
ventions but sheer entertainment? What
below his podium, but towards the millions
was a pitiful appeal. In essence it exto be treated like dirt. The times when a
will the debates be but endless peroration?
of television viewers across the country, was
emplifies Ronald Reagan's ability to pursue
prominent American Olympic official
The mass culture of consumerism, nura hit. The charisma worked, the way it has
punitive policies towards many Americans
(Avery Brundage) or popular American
tured and fostered by T. V., extending itself
for Ronald Reagan in the past four years.
so long as enough of the "in people" are
aviator (Charles Lindbergh) could be a Nazi
to the political process of elections. This is
Reading the speech again the next day, I
satisfied.
sympathizer and virulent anti-Semite.
Democracy!
found it superfluous and redundant.
Where were Reagan and his ideological
It is not the system of democracy that is
Herein lies the major difference between
Like millions of others, I had been secompatriots when Martin Luther King was
the Democratic and Republican parties. Tobeing faulted here, but the shape it is taking
duced by his personality on screen. I
struggling to make America a "truer
today. People's reactions should not be
day's conservative Republican policies
democracy?"
,
wonder
if
Ronald
Reagan
would
have
half
manipulated by the camera - focusing on
stand for intolerance, jingoism, and Social
his present support if it wasn't for televiIf Ronald Reagan expects every Ameriblack woman crying when Jesse Jackson
Darwinism. Why not simply rename the
sion. Every time he goes down in public
can to act like a W ASP it is we who
talks of welfare programs cut by Reagan,
GOP, "White Christians with a few token
he
makes
an
appearance
on
T.
V.
and
polls,
must
thrash
this
hope.
The
host
committee
on
a white woman carrying an ERA banner
Jews, Blacks and Hispanics?"
with a grin and a shrug, sweeps under the
of
his
Republican
National
Convention
when Mondale announces Geraldine FerBy analyzing the statistical data as it
carpet any public grievance. If it wasn't for
may attempt to place copies of the New
raro as his running mate and on a group of
relates to the delegate breakdown, we can
T. V., would people see Reagan and MonTestament in each delegate's convention
cheering young men in an otherwise quiet
clearly see the differences. Of the total
dale as contrasting personalities? Their
kit, thereby asserting hegemony over
Republican Convention. Reality need not
delegates to the Democratic Convention, 18
platforms are very similar-reduce the
religious
minorities.
He
can
propose
bills
be interpreted or distorted by television for
percent were black and 7 percent were
budget deficit, negotiate arms control, setfor "voluntary" school prayer (which no
the public.
Hispanic. Meanwhile, the Republicans had
tle the Latin American problem, protect
one is prohibited from doing now) thereby
In short, politics needs to be taken out of
an appallingly low rate of 4 percent blacks
Israel, etc., etc. Of course, Reagan's past
and
intolerance
towards
creating
animosity
the arena of entertainment and brought
and 4 percent Hispanics. Almost 87 percent
term proves half of his promises false.
Jews,
Buddhists,
Moslems
and
other
Nonback to simple communication. In electing
of the Republicans are white and 71 percent
Nevertheless, his acceptance speech at the
Christians
who
aren't
like
the
other
kids.
a president, the public should make a raare Protestant. It is understandable,
Republican Convention was complacent,
He can do all this but eventually he must
tional choice, not a psychological choice.
therefore, that among blacks in a New York
and
confident,
reassuring
his
counsuave
realize that everyone doesn't ascribe to his
And a rational choice can be made only by
Times-CBS News Poll on August 16 the
trymen that he is in total control.
religious and moral beliefs.
politically educated, well-informed citizens.
Mondale-Ferraro ticket blasted ReaganSo as we approach November and the
So Reagan will probably be re-elected. in
Only the public education system can make
Bush 76 percent to 4 percent.
election of a President we prepare ourselves
spite of his 200 billion dollar deficit. the
citizens aware of their political responThe reason why Mr. Reagan is favored to
for a challenge. However, ,we will also see
total freeze in world negotiations on arms
sibilities. Along with freedom comes the
\lVin. however. is because.of his appeal. t.o
how tolerant and -compassionate we as a
control, escalating interest rates, a reduced
responsibility of choice': No -free "poBticaJ
many white ethnic voters who have forgotpeople have become. A victory for Reagan
welfare and education budget, and a total
process is meaningful in itself unless
ten ··tfteirroots -aad discarded tReK passieR . . wiD ingrain amean--spiritLhat witt take- --mess of· t..ati:Jr 1\merican foreign ---poIicy:-ff-- . 1 esponsibte ·and-- educated citizens ----paT.;.
for social justice - the same social justice
ticipate in it.
he is elected, it will be the ultimate victory
many painful years to overcome.
which helped their forebearers survive and
prosper in their new homeland.
This process could be labeled the W ASPing of America; it seeks to convince secondor third-generation Americans of various
ethnic backgrounds that acting like a
WASP is the only way one can be a true
American. Such a concept is based on the
"Melting Pot" model. It assumes that only
White Protestant values and ideals are
American ones. By buying into this nativist
Reagan-held vision many Americans are
perpetuating the suffering many minority
groups will endure in the future.
Many white ethnics justify their support'
of Reagan by saying that their immigrant
ancestors achieved success by working hard
and not taking handouts, while many
blacks and Hispanics chose instead to enroll
on the public dole. This familiar claim is an
~
ignorant one because it fails to take
economic, political, and social situations into account.
Blacks in the South were consistently
denied the right to vote or make a decent
living because of the system in effect there.
As they migrated to the North after World
War II, the businessmen and manufacturers
who could have supplied them with much
needed jobs were relocating to the Sun Belt
because of cheaper rents, utilities, and improved transportation. Thus, blacks were
caught in an economic 'bind. In addition,
they suffered another hardship. After
several generations' white ethnic voters
could easily blend into the WASP culture.
Sadly, many did so. Blacks, however, could
never fully assimilate themselves and were
therefore involuntarily spared this
undesirable option.
It is undoubtedly true that the
Democratic party does not have a clear conscience on the subject of discrimination and
racism. However, in 1984 the paths of the
two parties are increasingly divergent.
While the Democrats are moving away
from old-time southern segregationists the
Republicans led by President Reagan are
openly embracing good old boys like Strom
Thurmond and Jesse Helms who were quite
comfortable with signs reading "Whites
Only. "
By Michael Lasbinsky

Are we your voice?

The Ticker, according to our masthead,is: "The students' voice
for over 50 years." But, without your help, we can not possibly
put out a paper that covers all the events that you would like to
see.
This semester there are posltlons open in all sections of the
paper. We need: Writers (for the News, Op-Ed, Features, Arts,
and Sports sections), Photographers, Typists, and Proofreaders. Slmply.anyone who is interested and can give up a
few hours a week.

in the
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Letter
from the
President

Dear Student,
I would like to welcome you (back) to Baruch for
the Fall 1984 semester. Hopefully, you have had
an enjoyable summer and are now looking forward to a very productive year.
This coming year .wlll be a challenging one for
my administration. As the president of Day Session Student Government (D.S.S.G~), I will work
with the Student Council in presenting many new
. projects in order to enrich your student Ii.fe ?t
Baruch. However, in order to be most effective In
my position, your input is essential. For this purpose, open forums will be held to allow you to express your views or opinions on any issue that
may concern you. In addition, my office (Rm. 409,
22nd St., 725-3377) is always open. Please feel
free to contact me at anytime.
I wish you the best of luck throughout the year.

"FOR YOUR
OTHER SIDE.•"
Words from Babylon
The literary journal of
Baruch published by and
for Baruch Students. For
your other side. Available
starting the week of
September 17 on The
Ticker stands.
Made possible by
your Day Session
Student Government.

Certainly not your Day
Session Student Governmente

Call 725-337.7

NEWS

.

complaints regarding instructors
are rarely personal and more often
concern methodology.
Golub said that practical ex. perience.is important; the dean
"would like to see more of" an
hear some complaints from 'understanding of children from
students. The most common ones various kinds of backgrounds" and
UIIIIDy coacem c:oune c:anceDa- wants education students to "know
how to handle children from
broken homes. n He added that the
current program is weak in dealing
with. children who need English as a
second language (ESL,) and
remediation in mathematiCs and
..
reading.
Golub is currently working on
three particular projects. First, he
would like to increase cooperation
with the compensatory education
'
department to develop reading
strategies to be put on micracomputers. Second, he is working
with the Joint Council on
Economic Education to start a
center for economic education at
the college; this program would
enable teachers to be trained in
Dea 1 __ S. GeIIdt
economics and then teach it in the
tions or instructors. The dean public school system. Third, Golub
pointed out, however, that those is working with the High School of

Dean of Education Assesses First Year
By Felida Raphael

Two new programs being offered
through the school this year are a
Lester S. Golub, dean of the graduate-level program in
School of Education, has sought to computer-based educational
broaden the base of his department technology and an undergraduate
at aD levels of education in the year program in office technology. The
former will award a' master of
he has been at Baruch College.
science
(MS) degree and is designed'
When he was hired in 1983,
Golub, found his position "a to "help teachers become proficient
challenge" and said that his plan of in . using micro-computers in
action was to have the school technical and pedagogical applications," explained Golub. The proset its goals, organize a plan of acgram
in office technology is struction and proceed to tackle the
goals. Looking back at his first year tured to "train teachers in business
at Baruch, Golub commented that , and industry to set up an electronic
the 1983-84 academic year was office," which Golub described as
an office which contains word proleone good year."
cessors,
spread-sheets and other
As far as structural changes in
high-tech _equipment. Students in
the department of education,
this
program receive a bachelor of
Golub said he wanted to "pull the
business administration (BBA) plus
faculty together" into a team. He
a strong concentration in educacontinued that it was important
tional technology.
that the School of Education
become "a functioning unit of the
Although Golub said the departcollege."
ment is running smoothly, he does

TICKER TAKES

BA/MBA

Cafeteria
Closed,
Baruch College's cafeterias have
been closed down due to ., contractual problems" with Educational
Refreshments, Inc. (ERI), according to Ron Aaron, associate dean

We put a good lawyer right
where you need em.
On your side. For nuthin.
Call- 725-3377 for an appointment.

ERI. which had operated for less
than a year, was three toTour
months behind in payirig rent and
commission fees for operating at
the college. Aaron said that after
repeated calls to Jay Roth, then
manager of ERI. were not returned,
Baruch had to "literally lock them
out" in August.
The cafeterias at 17 Lexington
Ave~. ISS E. 24th Street and 360
Park Avenue South will be closed at
the beginning of the fall semester.
Aaron said that some firms have
"expressed interest" in operating
a cafeteria franchise at Baruch, but
no concrete deal has been arranged.

New CUNY
Computer
The City University of New York
(CUNY) Computer Center will purchase a new computer system "to
meet the dramatically increasing
demand for instructional- computing at the senior colleges, " according to CUNY's Board of Trustees.
In their explanation of the purchase, the Board said, "There is a
significant need for stu~ent int~r
active and batch computing which
will go unmet without the acquisition of this computer system. " The
Board added that the new system
"will enable (CUNY) to keep pace
with current and projected demands for the next several years."
- The Computer Center will advertise receive bids and award a con-,
to the lowest bidder. 53.8 million is the total estimated cost of
the planned purchase.

tract

Part-time

Aid
Financial aid for part-time students will be available for the fU'St
time this fall, with the amount of

Finance and Computer Science
(which has not opened) to prepare
Baruch education students to teach
there eventually.
Golub said the overall grade
point averages of education
students are, rising and that there is
not much variance between their
grades and those of liberal arts and
business students. He added that
starting salaries in the field are increasing and students with a
master's in educational administration can start at the same sa1ary as
an~.

A former high school teacher of
foreign languages, the sciences and
English, Golub received his doctorate in educational research and
linguistics from Stanford University. The dean taught at the University of Nebraska, where he was involved with English education;' and
continued at the University of
Wisconsin~where he led research in
children's writing. From 1971 to
1983~ Golub took part in training
and research programs at Pennsylvania State University.
'
The dean concluded, " Teaching
is a noble profession."

above all others for this proposal is
that they offer a BA program.
Other languages such as Arabic,
Chinese, German, Hebrew,Portuguese and Russian have fewer
courses and as a result do not offer
a similar undergraduate degree.
However, as a solution to the student who has chosen another
language instead of Spanish or
another romance language but
wishes to get an MBA in international business or marketing, they
may use the extra time by taking
seven or eight courses as free electives within the MBA core requirements w.JiIt -stfIJI- tn· un\1e11J mwrlt'school. Thus, the student will save
-trmewneij"neTSlJe~ioeS,or-thetr . '

of students.

"SO WHO SAYS
Sincerely, YOU CAN'T GET
A GOOD
--(4- Pit
Po Sit
LAWYER
FOR
President of D.S.S.G.
NUTHIN?"

A Secretery who could
have prevented this.

•

MBA.

.

, ,

Students wno wish more information can contact an advisor in international marketing and international business at 725-3250. If
students wish to proceed with the
program, contact Harnpares or
Santos in Romance Languages at
725-4402, or Boddewyn at
725-3304/3295.

Budget
Turning
Japanese
The Japanese government is
making available scholarships for
American students who wish to do
graduate work abroad. Called the
Monbusho Scholarship, it covers
two years of graduate work in
Japan.
According to Henry Wilson,
dean of students, "Mr. Serichiro
Ohtsuko, Director of the Japan Information Center at the Japanese
Consulate in Manhattan, has informed Vice Chancellor Leo Corbie
that the Japanese government is
offering the Monbusho Scholarship
to qualified American students to
do graduate study at certain J apanese Universities during the academic period' 1985-1987. "
If any student is interested in
applying for the Monbusho Scholarship, they should contact Dr.
Henry Wilson or Dr. Carl Kirschner in room 1702, the Dean of
Students office at 360 Park Avenue
South. The telephone number is
725-3347.
The application deadline is September 14, 1984.

-Ivan Cintroft

Continued from Page J
$32,700, now totaling $69.700. According to Aaron, the increase is
in answer to past criticisms of
the budget "that budget funds
went to maintenance, employees
and fringe benefits rather than to
higher grade student programs,"
such as the Street and Club Fairs.
Last year's budget stipulated one
funding line for both events, totaling $5,000. This year, each event
has been allocated separate funding, $10,000 for the 'Street Fair~
and $5,099'01 the Club Fair. The
"rising cost for outside vendors"
was a major consideration in the increase, Aaron said.
Programming was also increased
due to the fact that the college's 85
student clubs rarely "get a fair
share of the budget., , , said
McGuirk. "They have' cramped
headquarters," he said, addinl that
"any money above running the
Center Ices to the students. U Since
programming was one area that was
affected by the Center's deficit, the
increase has insured that "cuts were
able to be restored, U said Aylman.
SSO,OOO has been appropriated
for capital expenses, which includes furniture, fIXtures and
equipment. The total shows an
increase of 545,000 over last year's
f1l1R, malting it the larpst sinale
overa1I inc:Rase in the·budget. AccordinI to AyIman, monies have

ists at City College, but'he asserted,
"They have a right to do so."
Sellman, responding to the same
question, said, "We have not said
we wouldn't work WIth the existing
Alumni Association. We believe
that the best possible arrangement
is having a separate organization."
In addition, Sellman CODtends that
City College's Black Alumni
Association is "controlled" by the
official Alumni Association.
In the past, the two issues the
Black and Hispanic Alumni
Association bas listed as most important are job placement and the
high drop-out rate among blacks
and Hispanics. Sellman said the
first step the Black and Hispanic
Alumni Association would take to
address the problems, if it forms, is
"getting alumni together," While
ScUman admitted his IJ'OUP has no
"concrete" plan to alleviate these
problems, he said the associa~
must ~rmIy establish itself before
formulating a plan of action. .
Asked if the ad-boc committee '
would cba. its name from
"mack and Hispanic" to one not
_-----------so exdulive, SeQman said, "We
propose to address issues pertaiaina to Nata aDd Hi~nics." and
added that the name was DOt
Contiml«l/rom Ptlge 1
"alienatina anyone!' Sellman
Scott-McLaughlin replied, I IAs far
stressed that the Black and
• I know, the 'only alternative that
bas been offered to the Black and Hispanic Alumni Association's byHispanic Alumni Association is to laWs welcome all members of the
Baruch student c:ommunity, inbecome a presidential committee."
cluding
whites and Asian'Scott-Mc:Lauahlin said that the Adhoc Committee is asking for Americans. SeDman commented,
somethina different than what ex- "I bdievethat question is unfair."
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-.--water cools my spirit

"I'm 68 years old,"
kin is tau t and seemingly unsky and sea. His gleaming eyes
l tune with my heart, water cools

tIe waves of Little
uss such trifles as
novelist seeks
-M. Valentin

on a dock caressed

by the gentle waves
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Censorship: 500 Years of Conflict: A Special Focus

(S9O AM)

FIRST IN

TEST
,PREPARATION

- - - - - - _ New York Public Library Exhibition

SINCE 1938

Q

DO YOU EAT, SLEEP AND TALK MUSIC? DID YOU KNOW THAT BERNARD M.
BARUCH HAS ITS OWN 'RADIO STATION - WBMB. WE ARE 'LOOKING FOR
PEOPLE WHO ARE SINCERE, DEDICATED, ENERGETIC AND WILLING TO
WORK, WE ARE NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR: DISC JOCKEYS,
ENG"INEERS, RECORD LIBRARIANS, NEWS AND SPORTS PEOPLE, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PEOPLE PLUS WRITERS FOR OUR NEWSLETTER,
"THE MUSIC BOX." IF YOU'RE INTERESTED - DON'T WALK - RUN ON
DOWN TO THE BASEMENT OF 360 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, ROOM BL 15, IF
YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CALL US AT 725--7168, O'R LEAVE US A NOTE.
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'VisitAny 01 OurCenters
And See For Yourself Why
We Make The Difference
TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1938
Call Days, Evenings & Weekends

131 West 56th Street
N.Y.C. 10019
(Between 6 &7 Aves,)
212-977-8200
Permanent Centers In More Than
120 Major U,S, Cities & Abroad,
For Informatton About Other Centers

oursmE N.Y. STATE CALL
lOU FREE 800-223-1782

•

"I have sworn upon the altar of
God eternal hostility against every
form of tyranny over the minds of
men, "said Thomas
Jefferson.
With this declaration, the New
York Public Libraries' exhibition
entitled "Censorship: SOO Years of
Conflict" begins its tribute to the
men and women who fought to
write, print, and distribute works
that others tried to censor•
The exhibition, which is housed
in the recently reopened D. Samuel
and Jeane H. Gottesman Exhibition Hall, takes a powerful position
of advocacy against those who
would attempt to control the free
expression of any other person. In
its entirety it examines the conflict
in Western Europe and the United
States, between those who would
restrain and control access to all
knowledge and ideas, and those
who would challenge such
restraints. "
In presenting the exhibition the
Library. draws upon its voluminous
collection of books and prints and
breaks the 500 years of conflict into
six separate and defined periods.
Starting from the advent of the
printing press and culminating in a
look at censorship today and in the
years to come, the exhibition attempts to show how censorship is
validated in the name of various

causes.
In its first section, titled, u1be
Advent and Expansion s>f Printing,
14~1li(X), " we see how the in-

STRATEGIC PLANNING

troduction . of

Your Agent Can Tell
You About Life
. And Then Some!

o
o

o
o
o

--or-expToratioo

advancemen~'

ute And Health m.urance
Annuities. IRA a Keogh
Business Insurance
Pension Plana
Group Insurance

STRATEGIC PLANNING
P.O. Box 428, Mad. Sq. Station
New York, New York 10159
(212) 539-0668

~:N~

Pfease furnish me with further information on the
above, I understand I am not obligated In any way.
NAME

_

ADDRESS
STATE

_
ZIP

Please call me at:
Best time to catk;

printing- with

movable type combined with the

_

_

_

GOVERNMENT JOBS. $16,559 - $50,5531
year. Now HIring. Your Arll.
Cd 805-687-6000 Ext. R-7068

NfW CREDIT card! Nobody refuled!
Also Vlll/lllltlrcird.
eln 805-&87-6000 Ext. e-1 ~

NEED CASH? Earn $500 + ucb school year, 2-4. (flexibIe) houri per WIIk pllclng and nmng posterl on campUI. S8rIIuI workers only; WI give recommendltlons.
ClD now for summer. next fan. 1-800-243-&&79.

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If there's one thing business
students have .always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business..oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA.. 35, the Student Business
Analyst.
Its built..in business
fonnulas let you perform
complicated finance,
accounting and statistical
functions - the ones that
usually require a lot of time
and a stack of reference books,
like present and future value
C 1983 Tcua InstnIIIlenG

.

"

calculations, amortizations
A powerful combination.
and balloon payments.
Think business. With
The BA..35 means you
the BA-35 Student .tIs
spend less time calculating,
Business Analyst.
~
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.
The calculator is just part INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
of the package. You also get
and services for you.
a book that follows most
business courses: the Business
Anal,st Guidebook. Business
professors helped us write it,
to help you get the most out
of calculator and classroom.

TEXAS

the shifting of trade routes helped -~
to create conflict in Europe. In this
time period the main conflict was
between the Catholic Church and
Martin Luther.
Luther and other reformers attacked the church for its
"wordliness, wealth and religious
doctrines, " and with the use of the
printing press he was able to spread
his message quickly. In addition,
A lIIedtll
e•••• of ...... GooIe D,..., dlreded at ceMOI'I .1Ie coed.'" "I"DII •• PI).1 ' I
barDIIess
n
Protestant pamphlets and Protestant versions of the Bible were
Papacy and scientists like Coper- ed the political rights of citizens, censorship, mainly concerning the
issued, thus offering a challenge to
nicus, and Galileo who was sum- and limited the power of Kings, use of censorship to preserve
the Catholic Church.
moned to Rome during the Inquis- Church and Nobility. Thus the slavery in the United States and the
The church, as the displays extion. He was called there to defend
questioning of established authori- beginning of moral censorship in
plain, responded by centralizing the
Dialogo, which agreed with the
ty, especially political, dominated America and England.
censorship of books and forbidding
Copernican view of the universe.
these years.
In attempting to maintain slavthe sale of non-approved books.
In this book characters representing
One famous incident of censor- ery Congress banned abolitionist
All these methods of censorship
differing astronomical schools
ship
occurred early on in the history literature from the mails in 1835
were brought together under the
discuss their views. This book was
of the United States.. This was the and empowered postmasters to
council of Trent (1545-1563) and
placed on the Index, and remained
issuance of the Alien and Sedition confiscate and destroy it. Thus,
the Catholic Index.
there until the nineteenth century.
Acts (1798), which grew out of the such books as Harriet Beecher
In addition, the Church also atAlthough censorship was a
decade long conflicts between the Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin and the
tempted to censor the writings of a
powerful tool at this time, the efFederalists and the Jeffersonians. autobiography of Frederick
young Augustinian monk, Martin fectiveness of it was lessened "by One display states that the Douglass, an escaped slave, were
Luther. Luther published his Nine- the growing heterogeneity of "Federalists were concerned with banned.
In addition with the
ty Five Theses pushing for reform
Europe. Ideas of all persuasions preserving the privelleges of the murder of newspaper editor Elijah
in the church and then was charged spread across Europe and many educated and financial elite, and Lovejoy, as the exhibit explains by
as being a heretic. These episodes persons demanded these rights of were fearful of the spread of a pro-slavery mob in 1836, the
marked the beginning of the Refor- free expression."
democratic agitation inspired by abolitionist and free speech causes
mation and censorship.
One of the these figures was John
the French Revolution." Thus the were dramatically linked.
Besides censorship, other devices Milton who ~demanded freedom
This period also saw the
Federalists passed the Alien and
such as propaganda were utilized to of expression in his book
Sedition Acts to curb Francophile "reawakening of nationalist,
discredit Luther. One engraving, Areopagitica. This book was pub- agitation at home as well as con- nativist, and racist sentiments,"
entitled "Luther as the Wolf in the lished during the English Civil 'W.ar tinued criticism of the government. which coincided with anarchist and
Fold or Luther as a Wolf in Monk's and was the English-speaking
America was not the only place ,radical activity, including the
Clothing, " shows Luther with the world's first great statement using to realize the legitimization of Haymarket Square Riot of 1886. In
feet and tail of a wolf, while around freedom of expression. " Other numerous rights to its citizens, as this period fear of radicals was
his feet lie remains of dead sheep, writers such as the philosopher other documents show. A copy of heightened by World War I and the
representing the Christian souls John Locke spoke out for an end to "The Declaration of the Rights of Bolshevik Revolution.
destroyed by his preaching.
the fighting over religious dif- Man and Citizen" explains how, on
As a result of this fear and confuThe second section of the exhibi- ferenees and advocated an ideal of the night Qf A:ugust 4, 1789, when sion radicals civil rights were fretion is "The Broadening of Censor- toleration, which for this time was all feudal services were abolished. quently abridged. Thus a sedition
ship From ReligiOus to 'Secular a radical concept.
This Declaration established "liber- law was passed permitting censorThe third period of the censor- ty, equality, and fraternity, and ship of any publication that opSpheres 1580-1695." In this era, the
exhibits on display explain how the ship exhibition is called "Free Ex- freedom of expression and thought posed the U.S. war effort. The inconcept of censorship was transfer- pression and Revolution 1689- as the rights of all French citizens." dustrial Workers of the World
1800." The documents and paphred from the religious sphere of inThe fourth section of the exhibi- (I.W.W.) printed pamphlets profluence to secular ones. One of the ics on display show that the English tion is labeled "The Emergence of testing censorship durina World
major disagreements of this period (1640 and 1688), American and Moral Censorship 1800-1890." War I and as a result "vigilante
concerned the conflicts between the French (1789) revolutions legitimiz- This era witnessed several forms of groups were organired in various

parts of the country to suppress
their activities and publications."
The sixth part of the exhibition is
entitled "1917 to 1948 and Beyond." One of the most,if not the
most .obvious example of censorship during this time period was the
doings of Adolf Hitler. Along with
his propaganda minister Joseph
Goebbels, Hitler staged nationwide book burnings on the night of
May 10, 1933. The books that were
incinerated were to quote 'Jewish,
Marxist, Bolshevik or other disrespectable or other non-German
books. This definition included the
works of Hinrich Heine, Sigmund
Freud, Thomas Mann, Albert Einstein, Walter Benjamin, Karl Marx,
Jack London, and Margaret
Sanger.
Although Hitler employed strict
censorship methods people found
ways to smuggle anti-Hitler propaganda into Germany. One exhibit showed how propaganda
could be disguised in various
forms. In the particular one on
display, a pudding packet, "Dr.
Detker's Pudding Pulver," was
used as a ploy to smuggle antiHitler propaganda into the Third
Reich.
One of the most notable conflicts
concerning censorship occured during this period.
This was the
famous Scopes-Monkey Trial. This .
debate concerned the teaching of
the theory of evolution in the public,
schools. The State of Tennessee
passed a law in 1925 prohibiting
8RyORe from teaelima ~ Barwdr's
- thea. y of evolution in the pub6c
schools because it was "contrary to
the tradition that made America
great." John C. Scopes tested the
law by teaching the theory anyway
and was brought to trial, where he
was defended by Clarence Darrow.
Scopes was found guilty, but was
eventually acquitted on appeal
because of a technicality. The law
remained in effect until 1967.

''11

...

In presenting this exhibit the New
York Public Library attempts to
present numerous examples of censorship across a wide variety of
cultures. The exhibition attempts to
show that "censorship is a universal phenomenon which arises from
inherent conflicts in every culture;
conflicts between continuity and
change; between the known and the
unknown; between individual and
social interests; between national
interests and international obligations. . . . The methods of censors
have changed over time and place, "
states the Library, but, "the struggle between the censor and the critic
remains in all organized societies."
Thus the Library attempts to
combat the views of censorship of
"all kinds by acting as guardians "of
all culture, knowledge and points
of view." The "Censorship: SOO
Years of Conflict" exhibition is only one of several. Other exhibitions
presented by the Library are "Censorship in the Slavic World:'··Cen"sorship and Libraries Today. "
Censorship and Black America,"
and "Censorship in British and
American Theatre." All of these
exhibitions are open until October
15th, except for "Censorship in
British and American Theatre"
which ends on September 15th.
For more information about
these events and related activities
~ 930-08SS.
The New York
Public library is waiting.

-MlchMl LilshbIIky
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ARTS
Book Review: Julio Cortazar

Julio COrtelzar, who died last February,
The story is all the more unsettling because
was highly regarded as one of the modem
the series of clips about one family's permasters of fiction, yet he never enjoyed the
secution in Argentina are, Cortazar assures
popularity of Garcia .Marquez, one other
us, true.
acknowledged Latin American master.
"Clone" is a dazzling piece that's not
Though the continent's upheavals are garonly fiction, but music. Cortazar, ever the
nering attention, its art remains undercraftsman, has adjusted his narrative to the
appreciated. Right now, for example, the
mold of A Musical Offering by Johann
most significant movement in music is not
Sebastian Bach and has gone through the
occurring on the CBS label or on music
variations of a canon and fugue with an
television, but in South and Central Amereight-character orchestra of Gesualdoica through the nueva cancion movement
worshipping madrigalists. It's a lovely idea
.which highlights relevant music about revand the result is a brilliant achievement
olution and libertad. Always in step with
that ends on a note of murderous intrigue.
the times, Random House has obliged
My personal favorite, however, the first
Cortazars followers with a new paperback
Cortazar story I ever read is "Graffiti;"
edition of his two latest collections of short
which appeared in Mother Jones last year.
fiction. We Love Glenda So Much and a , "Graffiti" takes place in an unnamed
Change of Ught (Aventura/Vintage librabut universal milieu where a strong-armed
ry. $8.95). which offer a valuable perspecgovernment tries, with varying degrees of
tive into the artist's productive. and brilsuccess. to nip discontent in the bud by
liant career.
removing, through violence. those who opWe Love Glenda So Much and Other
pose it. Its message is immediate; it copTales' is the shorter collection: its ten stories
jures to mind the landscape of Milan
concern themselves with the complex
Kundera and real political situations all
dramas of urban life. from brutal police
over the globe ..
repression and domestic violence. to getaA Change of Light and Other Stories in
way vacations. careers and intimate relacontrast
is the more comfortable collection.
tionships. One major theme is obsession. a
The earlier one. though important. sports a
current that runs through many of Cortavery involved style of writing that can be
zars stories. In "Story With Spiders;" a
difficult. Change is freer-flowing. longer.
suspicious couple are vacationing. or "hidand uses more traditional narrative styles.
ing, in the Caribbean and find themselves
Still. it is the subject matter that captivates
ignoring each other for the couple next
the reader. that brings us to "the unexdoor. two women who they suspect have
ploded mines beneath the surface of our
taken in a male boarder. Their inability to
conscious lives. ,. "Severo's Phases" dediscover the missing third party all but
scribes the ritualistic throes one man goes
undermines their delicate position:
through:
a sweating phase. the phase of
We don't do anything but smoke and
leaps. the watch phase, the moths. saying
hope for the hopeless: it doesn't even
the numbers. sleep. There is no known
occur to us. as in the beginning. that
reason for the fits. but the deathly watch
the girls might imagine t1S as spiders lySevero's friends and relatives give these
ing in wait: they 're no longer there for
phases magnify their importance and conus to attribute our own imaginations to.
sume the characters.
to turn them into mirrors of this thing
.. In the Name of Bobby" follows an
taking place. . . thai-another unexpected
eight-year-old who's haunted by the recurvoice should be- joined to the whispers
ring dream that his saintly, benevolent
was no reason to go beyond a banal summother is out to harm him. Its straightmer enigma.
forward narration and characterization
The title story follows a circle of friends
make it one of the most tangible and movwhose love for actress Glenda Garson being stories in the collection. "Second Time '
comes a passion a te crusade. a need to
Around"
builds its tension around an offialter. dominate. and finally crucify their
cial summons Mana Elena receives. What
idol because "we simply loved Glenda.'·
is it for and what shall be done? We never
"Press Clippings." is a more disturbing
find
out but as she leaves the office and is
story; it owes this to its reflection of reality.
asked to return on Thursday, she recalls
Though Cortazar was born in Brussels and
tha t the boy she met in the waiting room
has lived in France since 1952. he was an
who was on his second visit just vanished
Argentinian first and this story speaks of
-he did not exit by the offices single
los desaparecinos. those upwards of 20.000
door. nor was he found inside.
people who the military government caused
.. A Change of Light" is a striking piece
to "disappear." Two Argentines in Paris
about how lovers can manipulate each
trade clippings of murder and torture in
other and force their partners to become
their homeland and feel powerless to stop
other people. distinct from who and what
the brutality. though they cannot relent in
they once were. "A Place Named Kindtheir mission to publicize the crimes. Later
berg" describes the love between a travelon. one expatriate becomes the unwitting
ing salesman and a young hitchhiker. a
accomplice in Parisian domestic violence
deep. delicate and doomed love.
and confronts her conscience:
. . .how could I understand that I too, I
Both Glenda and A Change ofLight are
too even though I thought I was on the
translated from the Spanish by that emiright side, I too, how could I accept that I
nent translator Grcgorv Rabassa. One
too there on the other side from the cuthopes that these new editions will help exof! hands and the common graves, I too
pand Cortazar's audience to the mass acon the other side from the girls tortured
ceptance this great writer deserves.
and shot that same Christmas night. . .
-i-Carolvne Abernathy

Music: Patrice Rushen
Prince and Michael Jackson may be
standing'tall according to the latest commerical music standards, but petite Patrice
Rushen is one young woman who is a giant.
Reputed as the music industry's premiere
jazz pianist (she also plays an assortment
of eight different instruments), Rushen is
one of the most sought after studio musi- .
clans, producers, arrangers, and composers
around, and has been so for close to a
decade. In comparison to Prince and
Michael, there is no comparison - they can
beat it. As a matter of fact, both are admitted fans of hers.
Rushen's latest commercial release,
"Now, .. (Elektra) proves just why. As Executive and co-producer, Patrice clocked
in 14-hour recording days for more than
four months, and co-wrote every track. The
result is her most ambitious work to date,
and one of the year's finest produced
albums.
"Feels So Real, " the opening track and
first hit single, kept folks dancing most of
the summer and climbed its way to Top Ten
pop and r&b charts across the country soon
after its release. Rushen's musicianship on
Fender Rhodes synthesizers, in addition
to bass work by Freddie Washington, is
what makes this cut one of the album's
highlights. "Gone With The Night" is
reminiscent of the Twilight Zone, a haunting, racing, melody, laced with electric
rhythms. Guitar riffs by Marlo Henderson
and Patrice on electric piano and synthesizers give the instrumental arrangement
its staying power.
"Gatta Find It" is a mid-tempo song
with a memorable vocal combination.
Rushen and long time co-writer/
background vocalist Roy Galloway put
plenty of finger-snappin' harmony into this
one. "Superstar," though well-written and
arranged, is the album's only sore spot.
Rushen, a master llt acoestic and electric keyboards, plays an electric piano solo that
·is an too brier:-Bac1ce<tbya bass groove by
co-writer Romeo Williams that sounds like
a riff from Purple Rain, Patrice's vocals are
out of place. This cut is most definitely an
instrumental piece - why Rushen and
Williams bothered with a lyric one will
never know. What you want to hear is
Patrice's fingers running across those
ivories, and Williams' wailing bass. By the

Cin-ema: SomeNovelIdeas

middle of the song, you wish she would
stop singing and just play. It's too bad she
doesn't. The final cut on side one, "Heartache, Heartbreak, " however, is an example
of Patrice at her vocal best. In a smooth,
cool, mellow, jazzy croon, she glides over
the lyric, supported by a passionate saxophone solo by Gerald Albright that
reminds one of the best a jazz cafe can offer.
Side two opens with "GetOff;' a funky
helping of synthesizers, guitar and bass
riffs, and tailor made percussion by
Paulinho Da Costa, a master in his own
right. This cut is a definite dance tune. "My
Love's Not Going Anywhere" again pairs
Rushen and Galloway for a vocal arrangement that meshes with the musicianship to
make a fine combination of cool, breathy,
husky pleads, with pulsating Simmons
Toms, cymbals, and a scratching guitar
solo. "Perfect Love," a personal favorite,
is lyrically on target! Rushen sings as if she
believes that what she has co-written is
gospel truth - she means it. Her Fender
Rhodes
synthesizer arrangement,
backed by Gregory Moore's bass, make s
the music linger tong after tier topnotch vocals.
"High In Me" is a soothing, sensual,
song of exhilaration. Patrice's jazzy, satinlike vocals are enticing, laced with
synthesizers that literally lift the aural
senses. Da Costa's percussion and Simmons
Toms arrangement keep the time of a
heart's pulse, making the effect feel real.
The album's final selection UTo Each His
Own" is Rushen's most revealing composition, perhaps more than any other song on
prior albums. The cut is a personal statement - a philosophy, a belief - which is
admirable, and worthy of respect. Though
the sound is equally intriguing, it is her interpretation of the lyric which makes this
sons work, and make you want to-read the
composition over and over . . . and over·.·
·"Now"- is "proof positive that . when~ it
comes to musical genius, Patrice Rushen is
one woman who has always stood as a giant
among the very best. If she is not a
household word where you live, pick up this
album and place it on the shelf next to
Thriller and Purple Rain. It won't be out of
place.

Henry James's novel The Bostonians,
written a century ago, is as modem as any
novel can be. Technically, its beautiful
prose reads like a latent cinema script, tile
author's omniscient eye registering every
minute detaiI with camera-Iens precision.
The novel's theme is inodem woman's
predicament between the conventional life
of a housewife and a woman's responsibilities towards her own sex.
The Ivory-MerChant-JhabvaIa production of TIle Bostonlaas breathes life into the
beautiful body of the novel. Olive
Chancellor (played by Vanessa Redgrave) is
a shy and nervous spinster and a staunch
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Chancellor. The role seems tailor-made for
her. Christopher Reeve looks elegant and
handsome out of his Superman suit; a witty
and vain Southerner who is tlirilled with his
one article published in the Rational

Review.
Verena Tarrant is caught between these

two towering figures, unable to resist her attraction for either. Ransom's fmal seduction of Verena is not necessarily a symbolic
vietory of the anti-feminists. She leaves
with him with tears in her eyes, implying
that her future with Ransom will not
necessarily be a happy one.
The complexity of a woman's dilemma iIi
f~twhodesuesto~mea~to today's age is well personified by Verena
the cause of women's civil and political
Tarrant (played by Madeleine Potter).
rights. Men keep women from gaining these
Although caring for women's right to vote
rights and are, therefore, in/her eyes, conand higher education, she finally opts for a
temptuous creatures. She hears Verena Tarrelationship with one man rather than live
rant, a young girl of 18, speak for women's
for an ideological movement. This ' I think ,
rights at a small gathering and instantly falls
IS James's and the movie's final message.
in love with her. She sees in Verena's calm,
Individual relationships are more sancrosuave and delicate oratory, an exposition to
sanet than any abstract principles, however
her movement that her shy nature could
righteous they may be.
never give. She asks Verena to come and
These 20th century ideas are played in the
live with her and almost extorts from her a
antique Victorian setting of 19th century
promise never to marry.
Boston. The camera moves from Olive's
Olive is visited by her cousin, Basil Ranbeautiful house to the Gothic halls of Harsom, a handsome Southerner (played by
vard College to the romantic seashores;
Christopher Reeve) whose conventional
almost Syev Nykvist's camera hovering
ideas about women are in direct conflict
over the exotic Swedish terrain in
with Olive's. He falls in love with Verena.
Bergman's films.
The battle between Olive and Ransom for
The film could not have been released at
Verena's affection becomes the tension of
a
better
time, what with American women
the film, which is finally resolved in the last
voting for Geraldine Ferraro, the Vicescene in which Verena, unable to give a
Presidential candidate and also returning to
public lecture in Boston's famous Music
conventional
tactics to woo voters. Bravo!
Hall with Ransom in the audience, escapes
James for his foresight, and Bravo! the
with him.
Ivory-Merchant-Jhabvala trio for an exVanessa Redgrave, in probably her best
production.
cellent
performance to date, is a nervous and shy
-Aprajltil Silcri
but passionate, arrogant and willful Olive
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dian servants, until Erendira is abducted by
missionaries, shorn, and married into
the church. The grandmother seeks the
help of a senator (Michel Lonsdale) who,
outside of all his rhetoric and bombast, is
lonely for a woman's love. He returns
Erendira to her grandmother, and -her
former way of life.
Erendira wishes to escape and finds an
outlet in her angelic hero-lover Ulises
(Oliver Wehe), whose smuggler-father
grows the precious diamond-laced oranaes
that can help the pair run away. UIises helps
Erendira try to kill her grandmother, but
the caustic poison they mix into a birthday
cake only puts abuela to sleep (wh~ she
rants, snores and screams). Nor do the explosives work. UIises has no choice thelrbut
to butcher her and as he stabs, he's soiled
with "oily blood, shiny and green, justh1ce
mint honey." Though abuelQ was supernatural, her Iimitations are mortal 8JI4..c
dies, but young Erendira does not waltf'or
-- -UMes8llCi fttIIS. off alone ill a toedl... -.'
P-otosi,- zacalecas,-VeF~- 8R4 the other - -scenetltat'maysymbotize1ler-fidetity tolar
Mexican locations. The dreamy, otherand family. Mer footprints turn blood red
worldliness of the landscapes may not be so
in the sand wbile Ulises calls out for her~
much an attempt at "kitsch" as an expresIt's a wonderfully shot film and an
sion of Brazilian cinema novo, of which
engaging story. Spanish with English subGuerra is one of the most celebrated practititles. Now pIoy;ng at the Quod Cinema on
tioners.
J3th Street between 5th and 6th A venlla',
The grandmother and Erendira travel
phone 255-8000.
through the desert with their increasingly
popular caravan, which now indudes 10Erendlra, Brazilian director Ruy
Guerra's latest offering, is the poignant
story of a young girl who is forced into prostitution to repay a debt to her grandmother. The screenplay is by Colombian
author Gabriel Garefa Marquez , whose
1972 novella "The Incredible and Sod
Tale of Innocent Erendira and Her
Heartless Grandmother" was inspired by
an eleven-year-old prostitute he met in his
youth , and is an even, faithful adaptation.
Young Erendira (Claudia Ohana) falls
asleep one night without extinguishing the
candles, which soon set fire to the curtains
and cause her home, her grandmother's
home, to be destroyed. Her abueta (Irene
Papas, the famed classical Greek actress)
insists Erendira make reparations, and peddles the child throughout the desert to
secure them. If the .movie falls short of
realizing Garcia MBrquez's prose images, as
bas been charged, one str0ns asset is the impr~ve photography (by Denys Clerval)
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SEMEN will be used for artificial
insemination for couples who cannot
have children due to male infertility.
All donor types are needed.
Donors will be fully screened and tested.
Accepted Donors are PAID.
For Information
IDANT LABORATORY
935-1430
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STORE HOURS·
Opening of Semester
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MON &TUES8AM -9 PM
~·WED &THURS8AM -10PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY gAM -4 PM
..

Your Unofficial Official Bookstore For Baruch College .

132 East 23rd St.

Directly Opposite Baruch Cotteoe's
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